THE SHOW “Refraction of Lightness” by Henrik Strömberg is the result of his
artist residency at Palazzo Spinelli Tarsia
WHEN THE SELF INTERTWINES LANGUAGES
Refraction of Lightness, is the solo exhibition of the Swedish Henrik Strömberg,
born in 1970, who opened yesterday (12 October) and is on view through January
31st at the Shozo Shimamoto Foundation, Palazzo Spinelli Tarsia, where the artist
lived for three months, upon invitation of Giuseppe Morra. Included in the dynamic
on-going program The Art District, the project, curated by Chiara Valci Mazzara
and by whom writes to you now, was born from the idea to connect to the cultural
and social investigation about our porous and intricate city, an additional semiotic
research, imbued with new relationships, with symbolic references, with metameanings of perception: “The history of Morra Foundation, interrelated with the
beauties and special characteristics of Naples - explains Chiara Valci Mazzara allowed the work of Henrik to be further developed, reaching a level of
completeness and complexity which adds to his artistic maturity, the additional
level of a new awareness ". The exclusive body of works conceived by Strömberg
combines the subjective with the analytical spheres, creating an encounter right on
the ground of a sort of critical soil which feels as adequate to re-evaluate the arts as
a plural field made of complex relationships. An area with which we gradually
become familiar, assimilating its never redundant syntactic complexity, the result
of a creative process about form and content, about volume and concept, about
transformation, multiplication and refraction of thought.
Far from a single defined subject, from a definitive screenplay, Refraction of
Lightness, welcomes in itself works made with various heterogeneous materials.
First of all, the volumes made of hand-blown glass (in the photos), feels like islands
that populate the landscape of the installation which, if on the one hand refers to
organic structures, cell multiplication and the mitosis process, on the other hand
includes elements that incorporate shapes, burned newspapers and papers selected
from the shops in the historic centre. Strömberg places them on pedestals, on
wooden slabs or directly on the ground, on a close synergic contact with precious
and elaborate serigraphs - realised at Vittorio Avella laboratory of Casa Morratogether with collages and with multi-layered photographs and negatives cut-outs.
The space, dedicated to the master of the Gutai group, besides ephemeral stretches,
appears “re-defined by a dense watermark of languages - explains Giuseppe Morra
- offering itself to the visitor as a new possible quest about a system of references
linked tout court to the creative gesture of the self ”.
Refraction of Lightness, represents a further fascinating chapter on the art of
Strömberg, and invites one to go beyond the structure, displaying quality,
originality, elegance and lightness. Hence, the awareness of the value granted by
the commitment to the research through which the viewer can visually enjoy the
pieces, dialoguing with its exceptional aesthetic nuances.
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